
 

AMAT 584 5 4 20 Last lecture

Today Stability of Persistent Homology

The constructions of persistent homology we've
considered Vietoris Rips Cech Delaunay are

stable with respect to perturbations of the
data

Thestability of persistent homology is a non trivial
and mathematically interesting theorem Or several
closely related theorems to be precise

It is arguably the most important result in the
persistence theory It is very useful

Recalli Persistent homology takes as input a dataset
and outputs a barcode

To formulate the stability theorem one needs
to specify
I a metric notion ofdistance on data sets
2 a metric on barcodes



Stability then says that datasets which are close
have close barcodes with respect to these metrics

We will now specify thesemetrics restricting
attention to data in IR for simplicity
But there is also a similar stability theory for
finite metric spaces

Hausdorff Distance

Recall That for X c Rh Ult r denotes the
union of closed balls of radius r centered at
the points of X

Wesaw this definition lecture 9g where we explained that
UH r is a thickening of X
Here is an illustration from that lecture
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UH r

For 4,4412 finite we define duct P the
Hausdorff distance between X and T by

dtdx.ir minErsOlXcUlY r and Yc UH r

The definition also extends to infite sets using
inf instead of min

Examplei 8 40,0 tho Q2 62,2
Y Coia C4,03 2,441 4,03 Gia 2
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Note daLX P can besmall even though number
OTPants in X and Y is very different

For example these data sets X and Y will
g have dtilx.tt a
X in blue
Y in red

inks
However even one outlying point can make du
large
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This single outlier willmake
duck 4 large

Notei du is a metric on finitesubsets of IR



Bottleneck Distance
There are a number of metrics on barcodes one
considers in TDA but for theoretical purposes the
Bottleneck distance is the most popular

Recalli A barcode is a multiset of intervals in IR

Aseemfersimplicity that
1 Each barcode is finite
2 Each interval in each barcode is of the form
a b a b G IR

For C and D two barcodes a partial matching
between C and D is a bijection o C D
where C CC and D CD

tape C Ed 5 El 2

D El 4 3

Ed5 o C D old 511 4,4
D D El433



For o C D a matching we define costG by

Costco

biz Ca b c coD unmatched

u max Cla a l Ib b Dl Io matches lab to Calb'B

To
t
9 is the maximum amount o moves any endpointof an interval in C to transform C into D

Examplei For o as in the previous example
costco Max max Il Il 15 41

Max E 1 1

Definition For barcodes C and D
dBK D min costco 1 o C D a matching

ExampleiFor C D as in the previous example it
is easily checked that dBCC D I

Theorem lstability For 8,44Rn and i I

didftp.dBLBarcltlilVRC D.BardHilVRCY



The same is also true using the tech Delaunayfiltrations instead of Rips

For tech this is due originally to Cohen Steiner
Eddsbrunner and Harer 2007

TheVR case is due to Ghazal et al 2009

Looks like that's all we have time
for We'll pick up with many
of these ideas in TDA HI
Thank you for an enjoyable
semester year And hope
to see you all in person
again after this pandemic
resolves itself

Mike


